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The Internet of Things (IoT) is a rapidly growing  
strategic concept driven by the convergence of many 
factors, including increased broadband availability,  
a multiplying number of connected devices, the  
decreasing cost of those connections, and rapidly 
improving data storage and analytics capabilities. 

Coupled with successful Big Data and cloud initiatives, organizations will be able to accelerate 
IoT, pushing digital transformation deeper within and to the outer reaches of the enterprise. As 
organizations seek to leverage IoT technology to better understand their business and customers, 
new business opportunities and better customer experiences will emerge.

However, getting IoT off the ground will be a multi-year initiative for most organizations. Similar 
to Big Data projects, organizations will learn as they go, developing a more defined roadmap as 
the program progresses. Despite the unknowns and challenges, early adopters of IoT will position 
themselves to make more strategic and informed decisions. Defining an IoT strategy, creating 
an initial plan, and identifying resources for infrastructure and top IT talent for execution are all 
potential challenges organizations will need to navigate.

The purpose of this survey was to gain a better understanding of how organizations are being 
impacted by IoT, steps being taken to prepare for IoT initiatives, what resource barriers and 
challenges exist, and long-term IoT objectives. 

In this survey, the IoT and IoT-related initiatives were defined as any Internet-like network 
of physical objects and infrastructure, containing embedded technology with the purpose of 
communicating, sensing or interacting with their internal states or the external environment.
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Survey Methodology and Respondent Profile
In Nov. 2015, TEKsystems conducted an online survey of more than 200 IT and business leaders. 
These decision-makers span a wide cross-section of industries, including technology, financial 
services, education and healthcare, among others. Respondents’ annual company revenues are 
$250 million and above.

Annual Revenue

$250 million to $499 million  

$500 million to $999 million  

$1 billion to $4.9 billion   

More than $5 billion   

Technology - 22% -

Financial services - 11%  -

Education - 10% -

Healthcare - 10% -

Manufacturing - 9%  -

Government - 8%  -

Telecommunications - 8%  -

28%

32%

20%

20%

Top Represented Industries
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The Current 
State of IoT
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Q:   Which of the following best describes your organization’s current 
maturity in terms of IoT and IoT-related initiatives?*  

Less than 40 percent of organizations (39 percent) have moved beyond the planning phase, 
with less than one-quarter (22 percent) having implemented IoT initiatives. As a relatively new 
phenomenon, the slow adoption of IoT is not surprising; however, organizations implementing IoT 
initiatives quickly and successfully will gain an early-adopter advantage over their competition.

Underlying data also indicates:

• Financial services organizations are less likely to have progressed past the consideration phase 
for IoT initiatives, as compared to other industries. With security concerns cited as the No. 1 risk 
to realizing IoT potential, the adoption lag within the financial services industry is understand-
able. 

• Industries more likely to be in the piloting or implementation phase include technology, tele-
communications, manufacturing and government. As an example, the manufacturing industry 
is already experiencing the transformational benefits of IoT, with the advent of smart factories 
as well as improved demand forecasting, maximized equipment value and increased equipment 
uptime.

• Larger organizations (more than $5 billion in annual revenue) are more likely than smaller or-
ganizations to be in the implementation phase. Larger organizations tend to have more invest-
ment dollars available, and since projects like IoT take time before they provide clear return on 
investment (ROI), smaller organizations understandably take more of a “wait and see” approach. 
Organizations that are more hesitant to embark on IoT initiatives would benefit from guidance 
from vendors with proven success records in moving IoT projects forward. Overall, 85 percent of 
respondents find it valuable to tap into third-party vendor expertise for providing guidance to IT 
and business teams (see page 15). 

Considering – leadership and staff understand some of IoT’s potential and are in 
early discussions about how it could impact our organization 42%

Planning – leadership and staff want to implement IoT and have started to analyze, 
plan and/or gain approval 19%

Piloting – our organization currently has test projects underway to demonstrate IoT 
feasibility 17%

Implementing – pilot projects have transitioned into IoT-driven processes,   
services and products 22%

* Respondents who stated their company had no awareness of IoT were allowed to exit the survey.
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 Q :   In which functional area(s) does leadership for your current or future  
IoT and IoT-related initiatives reside?

IoT initiatives span multiple lines of business and areas of leadership, requiring close alignment 
between teams in order to be successful. Survey responses show IT maintains a leadership 
role in IoT, but there is a shared responsibility with a number of other departments. Leadership 
for IoT initiatives may also shift throughout the project life cycle, as underlying data indicates 
organizations already implementing IoT initiatives are more likely to report being led by business 
development/strategy.

Q:   Rate your agreement with the following statement: “My organization’s 
business and IT functions are able to work together effectively to guide 
the organization through changes associated with an IoT project.”   

The majority of organizations (53 percent) seem 
to understand the necessity of a partnership 
approach to ensuring a successful IoT initiative. 
However, only 9 percent strongly agree that their 
IT and business functions have a successful 
partnership. This is significant, as organizational 
alignment is noted by IT leaders in TEKsystems’ 
2016 IT Forecast as the biggest challenge for the 
IT department this year. 

Underlying data also indicates organizations 
that have already implemented IoT-related 
initiatives are more likely than others to agree 
that their business and IT functions are able to 
work together effectively. This is likely because 
without this partnership, it is highly unlikely 
that organizations could have moved from the 
planning to the implementation stage. 

Strongly agree  

Agree 

Neutral 

Disagree

IT

Business development/strategy

Operations

Research and development

Engineering

Marketing

Sales

Finance

Other / don’t know

64%

32%

29%

27%

24%

20%

12%

8%

6%

9%

44%35%

12%

http://www.teksystems.com/resources/research/featured-research/it-trends/2016-it-forecast
http://www.teksystems.com/resources/research/featured-research/it-trends/2016-it-forecast
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Q:   What do you see as the biggest risks/challenges in regards to realizing 
IoT potential?    

Security—specifically increased exposure of 
information—is cited by half of organizations 
as posing one of the biggest challenges to 
realizing IoT’s potential. Security-related 
issues include device authentication, 
monitoring for hacking via networked devices 
and ensuring the integrity of data collected. 
It is not surprising security is a high priority, 
given the multiplying number of devices, 
endpoints and decentralized data that will 
require securing. 

IoT represents not just an increasing number 
of potential entry points for vulnerabilities, but 
also an increasing volume of people accessing 
and manipulating the data those devices 
generate. These vulnerabilities will require a 
more agile and robust approach to protecting 
the organizational perimeter, including 
thorough training and usage protocols.

ROI / making the business case and 
interoperability with current infrastructure/
systems ranked No. 2 and No. 3, respectively. 
While addressing security is an immediate 
concern before embarking on an IoT initiative, 
both ROI and ensuring interoperability are early 
phase concerns, so it is not surprising these 
are the top three risks/challenges. All three 
speak to the need for careful planning and a 
clear project design before IoT initiatives can 
be executed.

Additionally, one-third of respondents cite 
finding the right staff / skill sets for IoT 
strategy development and implementation 
as one of the biggest risks/challenges to 
realizing IoT potential. High-performing IT 
teams are essential for successful security, 
interoperability with current infrastructure/
systems and overall successful execution of IoT 
initiatives.

Increased exposure of data / information 
security

ROI / making the business case

Interoperability with current  
infrastructure/systems

Finding the right staff / skill sets for IoT 
strategy and implementation

Securing budget

Concern regarding early-stage technology

Uncertainty regarding areas of application

Inability to address increase in data

Other

50%

43%

37%

33%

29%

29%

28%

15%

3%
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Applications  
for IoT
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Q:  What is the primary focus for your organization’s current or future IoT and 
IoT-related initiatives?   

Thirty percent of respondents cite technology 
as their main focus for IoT initiatives. Managing 
infrastructure and data can be interpreted as 
providing the baseline for IoT implementation, 
before being able to apply the program to 
specific areas of business. It is only after laying 
the basic infrastructure of access points and 
data collection that organizations can envision 
how IoT initiatives will impact the business in the 
long term. This is supported by the 37 percent 
of respondents who cite interoperability as their 
biggest risk/challenge (see page 7). 

About 1 in 4 organizations report products or 
services as the focus of their IoT initiatives; 
this will be the most straightforward way for 
organizations to prove ROI for IoT initiatives, but 
may take longer to provide results than other 
areas of focus.

Another 1 in 3 organizations cite operations (17 
percent) and customer service and support (16 
percent) as their primary priority. Organizations 
are using IoT capabilities and insight to shift 
their customer engagement from tactical 
transactions to ongoing, interactive and service-
based relationships. 

Almost all respondents expect IoT initiatives to 
impact their business over the next five years. About 
half (55 percent) say this impact with be significant 
or transformational. Specific data indicates that 
organizations with IoT initiatives in the implementation 
phase are more likely than others to expect initiatives 
to have a transformational impact on their business.

Q:   How much of a long-term impact do you expect IoT initiatives to have on 
your business? (Five-year planning horizon)

A transformational impact 

A significant impact  

Some impact 

No impact

2%

13%

42%

43%

Technology (data 
and infrastructure 
management)

30%

Products or 
services 24%

Operations 
(manufacturing 
and supply chain 
management)

17%

Customer service 
and support 16%

Employee 
productivity 9%

Other 3%
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Q:   How do you expect current and future IoT initiatives to impact your 
business in the long term (five-year planning horizon)?   

Most IoT initiatives will deliver value in the 
form of improved business outcomes and 
processes down the road. The experience-
centric focus of IoT initiatives is in alignment 
with the top areas of impact, as creating better 
user and customer experience is cited as the 
top long-term goal for organizations. Data from 
industry research firm Gartner supports this, 
with a recent study indicating that 89 percent 
of companies expect to compete mainly on the 
basis of customer experience by 2016. 

All of the top-three impact areas cited indicate 
a focus on the digital delivery of experiences, 
while cost savings, no longer a powerful 
differentiator, is cited by only about one-third 
of respondents. Larger organizations are more 

likely than smaller organizations to expect 
IoT-related initiatives will create new revenue 
streams.  

Though data management, analysis and 
infrastructure are main focus areas for IoT 
(see page 9), only 36 percent cite ROI on IT 
infrastructure as a long-term impact on 
the business. Managing infrastructure and 
data sets the foundation for a successful IoT 
program, rather than being the program’s end 
goal, and therefore is not considered a long-
term area of impact for most organizations. 

Create better user and customer experiences

Spark innovation

Create new and more efficient working 
practices and business processes

Create new revenue streams (e.g., products and 
services)

Increase ROI and IT infrastructure

Create substantial cost savings and operational 
efficiencies

Other

64%

52%

50%

36%

35%

4%

56%

https://www.gartner.com/doc/2857722/gartner-survey-finds-importance-customer
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Preparedness  
and Skills 

Requirements
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Q:   How would you rate your organization’s current ability/preparedness to 
complete each of the following phases of your IoT-related initiatives  
using in-house resources?

IoT Project Phases  Excellent  Very Good Good Fair Poor

 Strategy definition 12% 23% 38% 20% 7%

Project planning/analysis (e.g., defining 
scope, assumptions and risks) 11% 25% 35% 21% 8%

Project design (e.g., determining the  
most effective and efficient way to 
construct the solution) 

7% 22% 39% 25% 7%

Technology architecture/construction 
(e.g., development in technical 
environment)

9% 28% 35% 22% 6%

Quality assurance and testing 6% 27% 31% 27% 9%

Technology implementation (e.g., moving 
solution from development production) 9% 23% 37% 25% 6%

Securing connected systems 10% 27% 30% 24% 9%

While organizations understand the long-term impact of IoT initiatives, most lack confidence in 
their organization’s preparedness for successfully completing each phase of IoT-related initiatives 
in-house. Less than 4 in 10 rate their level of preparedness to complete each phase using  
in-house resources as excellent or very good.

Respondents with business-related job titles (e.g., chief executive officer and business director) 
are more confident than those with IT-related titles (e.g., chief information officer and IT director); 
they are more likely to rate their organization’s preparedness as excellent or very good with 
respect to strategy definition, project planning/analysis and project design. However, business 
leaders removed from the front lines of project implementation will naturally be less cognizant of 
challenges than their hands-on IT partners who are more likely to be directly addressing major 
hurdles.
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Q:   For your IoT initiatives, which skill sets are you having the biggest 
challenge finding?   

Rank Skill Set  Percentage

1 Security 45%

2 Big Data analytics 34%

3 Architects 27%

4 Cloud 23%

5 Programmers and developers 21%

6 Business intelligence 19%

7 Software engineers 17%

8 Networking 16%

9 Business analysts 13%

10 Mobile 12%

11 Quality assurance and testing 12%

12 Digital marketing 12%

13 Project managers 11%

14 Help desk / technical support 10%

15 Database administrators 6%

16 Other 5%

As increased exposure of data / information security is cited as the primary risk/challenge 
associated with IoT initiatives, it is not surprising that information security is cited as the most 
difficult skill set to source. Big Data analytics skill sets rank No. 2 in sourcing difficulty for IoT-
related initiatives, while builders—architects, cloud, programmer and developer skill sets—round 
out the top five. Looking holistically, builder roles are integral to how an organization acquires 
and stores data from IoT, Big Data analytics skill sets are key to interpreting and using that data, 
while information security roles are important to all areas of an IoT initiative. 

Underlying data also indicates:

• Respondents who have not yet implemented IoT-related initiatives are more likely than others  
to report challenges in finding software engineers. This is expected, as later phases of IoT  
implementation should already have a team of software engineers on board.

• Organizations that place operations, products or customer service as primary focus areas for 
IoT are having a harder time finding Big Data analytics skill sets than organizations with other 
focus areas for IoT.

• IT leaders more frequently cite cloud as a hard to find skill set, as compared to business  
leaders.
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Outside Support  
for IoT Initiatives
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Organizations report that approximately  
one-third of their IoT strategy, planning, design, 
construction, testing and implementation needs 
are, or will be, addressed by external vendors 
rather than internal resources. This split signifies 
an understanding that internal resources will need 
to be supplemented by external expertise and 
capabilities across all phases of an IoT initiative. 

Outsourcing will likely increase as organizations 
beginning IoT programs realize the complexity 
involved. Industry expertise will be key, and the 
best partners will be providers with proven IoT 
success. 

Q:   How valuable would it be to have access to a third-party vendor that can 
provide insight and guidance to both your IT and business teams as your 
IoT project progresses?

Q:  Thinking specifically about IoT strategy, planning, design, construction, 
testing and implementation of IoT-related technology, approximately what 
percent of your organization’s IoT needs are, or will be, addressed through 
current internal resources, and what percent require support from an 
external vendor? 

Eighty-five percent of respondents would find it 
valuable to tap into third-party vendor expertise 
for guidance with their IoT initiatives. Forty-three 
percent would find that partnership extremely or 
very valuable. This is not surprising, given that 
less than 2 in 5 respondents rate their level of 
preparedness for tackling IoT initiatives in-house 
as excellent or very good (see page 12). These 
data points indicate that IT and business leaders 
understand the complexities involved with IoT 
and that they will need the support of outside 
expertise to successfully implement their 
initiatives.

Extremely valuable 

Very valuable 

Somewhat valuable  

Not very valuable

15% 12%

31%
42%

External vendor Internal resources

37%

63%
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Strategy 
Definition

Project 
Planning/
Analysis

Project Design
Technology 

Architecture/
Construction

Quality 
Assurance and 

Testing
Implementation

Securing 
Connected 

Systems

Dedicated services 
(e.g., analytics, 
integration and 
security) providers

21% 23% 22% 28% 15% 21% 19%

Original equipment 
manufacturers  / 
sensor manufacturers

16% 19% 24% 32% 11% 27% 13%

Platform/cloud 
solution providers 14% 20% 21% 31% 19% 28% 15%

Vendor offering mix of 
staffing and services  18% 23% 25% 25% 23% 31% 16%

Staff augmentation 
providers 8% 16% 18% 22% 24% 31% 9%

Q:   What types of vendors are your organization currently using, or  
considering using, to support each of the following phases of your  
IoT-related initiatives?

Providers that can partner and help manage initiatives across their project life cycles will deliver 
the most value to organizations as their IoT roadmap evolves. 

Specific data indicates:

• Overall, the technology architecture/construction and implementation phases are where  
most vendor support is needed.

• Project design support is needed almost equally across vendor types.

• The least amount of outside support is needed for securing connected systems, likely due to 
these actions being kept in-house. 

• As dedicated services (e.g., analytics, integration and security) become involved during differ-
ent phases, it is not surprising that as a category, it is nearly evenly distributed throughout the 
phases.

• Original equipment manufacturers and platform/cloud solution providers are more likely to be 
utilized during the construction and implementation phases.

• Providers offering a mix of staffing and services are will be heavily relied upon throughout all 
phases of an IoT initiative.

• Staff augmentation providers will be essential in ramping teams up and down from phase to 
phase, but this group will be more heavily relied upon during later phases of construction, such 
as quality assurance and testing, and implementation.
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Conclusion
Organizations agree IoT initiatives will have powerful outcomes, especially in terms of customer 
experience and innovation. IT and business leaders agree almost unanimously that IoT will have a 
transformational effect on their business in the long term (five-year planning horizon). However, 
only a minority (22 percent) have moved to implement IoT projects. On average, respondents 
report that 37 percent of organizations’ IoT needs will require support from outside vendors. 
IoT initiatives are by default so large in scope that the need for resource augmentation is not 
unexpected. However, organizations must ensure alignment between IT and the business, 
otherwise key hurdles, such as proving ROI / the business case and creating interoperability 
with other systems, will not be effectively overcome. Another key challenge for IoT initiatives is 
information security, which is perceived as the No. 1 risk to these projects. Organizations must 
have the right people and protocols in place to address security vulnerabilities, and again, ensure 
alignment in this effort across both IT and business.

About TEKsystems
People are at the heart of every successful business initiative. At TEKsystems, we understand 
people. Every year we deploy over 80,000 IT professionals at 6,000 client sites across North 
America, Europe and Asia. Our deep insights into IT talent management enable us to help our 
clients achieve their business goals—while optimizing their IT workforce strategies. We provide IT 
staffing solutions, IT talent management expertise and IT services to help our clients plan, build 
and run their critical business initiatives. Through our range of quality-focused delivery models, 
we meet our clients where they are, and take them where they want to go, the way they want to 
get there.

Visit us online at TEKsystems.com.
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